




Historically the area is composed of 
three micro areas:
Torpignattara, the Marranella and Villa 

Certosa.

The official date of the birth of the
neighbourhood can be considered the 16 th of
July 1924, when the Municipality approved
names that still characterize the streets of
Torpignattara district.



Only the Catholic Church realized the changes
occurring in the society. In 1922 they built and
consacrated the first church of the neighbourhood,
dedicated to St Marcellinus and Peter, close to the
ancient St Helena ‘s Mausoleum, on the
foundations of a pre-existing Basilica built by
Constantine in the 4 th century.



Marranella river (ditch) flowed from via Almone to
river Aniene, crossed via Tuscolana and via Casilina
and formed a large pond, where today you can
find Piazza della Marranella. The covering of the
river, in the mid-twenties, gave a new impulse to
the construction of the area. Torpignattara is one
of the most interesting examples of italian building
develepoment by private initiative



St Helena mausoleum was built by the Roman
Emperor Constantine, originally as a tomb for
himself, but later assigned to his mother Helena.
The Mausoleum still shows some «clay jars» called
«Pignatte» from which the name of the
neighbourhood. It includes the catacombes of
Marcellinus and Peter an the Paleo- Christian
Basilica with the same name.



This is «Villa De Santis» one of the park in our district. It
covers an area that was part of Helena’s Estate and it was
opened in 1994. In the park there are some works of
contemporary art as «the Moon» and the «House of
Culture» where take places meetings, shows, exhibitions and
concerts. There are also a sport center and play areas for
children.



The ruins are surrounded by houses and by a public park called Parco
Giuliano Sangalli. The arched stretch ends at the crossing of Via
Torpignattara.

The «Aqua Alexandrina» was constructed in AD 226
as the last of the eleven ancient aqueducts of Rome.
The arches carried it through a valley with the lowest
point at the crossing of present day Via Carlo Della
Rocca, near our schools.



It is an austrian gun placed in 1924 as war memorial
of the fallen of the neighbourhood, during the first
world war. Today, January 12 2017, another step
forward was made. To commemorate six citizens,
victims at the Ardeatine Caves of nazi stermination,
have been placed six STOLPERSTAIN, created by the
german artist Gunter Demning.



Where today is Via Filarete, that connects Via
Casilina to Via Aicardi, there was «The Pratone»
full of daisies where children enjoyed plaiyng.
Today, besides the buildings, there are
Kindergarden, our Primary and Secondary
Schools: «Grazia Deledda» and «Laparelli».


